
The offshoring opportunity for 
small to medium businesses.
Navigating the Filipino BPO market
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Finding good talent is a common challenge for small to medium businesses. 
Often the most in demand roles, start demanding greater salaries. Employment 
costs are  a significant hindrance for business growth. It’s these challenges that have 
spurred the growth of offshoring.

Once the exclusive domain of multinationals and large enterprises, offshoring in 
the Philippines is now a mature market. Large enterprises helped offshoring 
services develop and become more sophisticated over many decades. In doing so, 
they paved the way for smart small to medium businesses, just like yours, to 
grow through access to exceptional talent that on average cost 60% less than local 
market standards.

Small to medium business needs are indeed, unique. Resources are typically 
leaner, which means an SMB needs to draw on the support of its suppliers. Whilst 
it is an appealing proposition, offshoring should be a marathon, not a sprint as you 
race towards growing your business and bridging your talent gap.

Key considerations are technical integration, staff integration, client 
communication, financial commitments, privacy obligations and more. Making the 
decision to offshore ie easy. Finding the right partner takes time. 

Your barriers
to growth, that is.

Get over it.
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“I didn’t set out on this journey to cut costs. It was to find stable, great 

talent that I couldn’t find anywhere else. I tried local recruitment, 

local outsourcing and a raft of offshoring options. I now have a stable, 

talented team generating quality leads at literally a fraction of the cost 

had I have done it here. I only wish I had found Staff Domain earlier!”

Tamer Ali

Business Owner

Optus Business Centre 
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POPULATION 
69m (citizens 15+ years old).

CURRENCY
Philippine Peso (PHP).

POLITICAL STATUS  
Democratic Republic. 

Not just because we love the Islands. The Philippines has a large educated population 

with fantastic English speaking skills, great work ethic and cultural compatibility with 

Western nations. Of course this matters! Staff Domain set out to only recruit ambitious, 

talented individuals that are enjoyable to work with, have great empathy and 

communication skills that can easily integrate with our team and that of our clients.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGES
Filipino & English.

HAPPINESS INDEX* 
5.4%, the country’s all time high.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE 
5.3%, the country’s lowest ever.

EDUCATED LABOUR FORCE 

In the Philippines education is free and compulsory 

from kindergarten to year twelve. The functional 

literacy rate for women is 88.7% and for men 84.2%. 

Over 2.6 million students attend state and local 

universities and colleges or private higher education 

institutes. Engineering, science, math, and 

information technology (IT), are among the in-demand 

and priority courses for students in the Philippines.

AMBITIOUS & DIVERSE LABOUR FORCE 

The unemployment rate in the Philippines is 

currently 5.3%, the country’s lowest ever. 

Over the past decade, the rate of unemployment 

has been on a downward trajectory. 

Gender diversity is also at an all time high with 

39% female employment.  

Staff Domain 
chose the Philippines.

*Source:  https://www.gal lup.com/home.aspx
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CULTURAL COMPATIBILITY 

The Filipino culture soundly matches Western 

cultures. The Philippines was governed by the United 

States for about 50 years (1899 to 1946), with the 

remnants of the US influence in the last century 

existing to this day. Although the official language is 

Filipino, English is also the primary language for 

business and education.

TECH INFRASTRUCTURE 

The Philippines’ telecommunications industry is 

robust and is a key contributor to the country’s 

economy. Continuous capital expenditure for the 

upgrade of communications equipment contributes to 

the growth of the industry and in turn ensures state-

of-the-art infrastructure for businesses operating in 

the region.*

*https://www.expor t.gov/ar t icle?id=Phi l ippines-Information-and-Communications-Technology

AFFORDABLE LABOUR FORCE 

The annual average income in Manila is 

372,000 PHP ($7,778 USD / $9,384 AUD), making 

it a very cost effective option for foreign entities 

looking to outsource. Please note, this is general 

information only. 
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The workspace –  the best facilities attract and retain the best talent.

STEP 1: 
Find the cream of the crop.

The crop is large! The pricing promise of saving 60 – 70% 

on salary costs is something every BPO can offer because 

salaries are generally that much lower across the board in 

the Philippines.  A good BPO should offer so much more 

given how mature the market is now.

The greatest differentiator between BPO partners will 

be their service offering, facility standards  fee and 

management pricing model. Find the BPOs that deliver the 

best services for your needs, and compare pricing on those. 

Once you have found 3 BPOs you like the most, ask them 

these questions.

LOOK FOR

A fit for purpose business work desk that is a minimum 

of 600 mm x 1000mm. Anything above that is a real 

bonus.

WHY?

Staff need space to feel comfortable and be productive. 

Sounds simple – but asking this question will help you 

spot the first rate BPOs.

QUEST ION:  How big are your employee work spaces?

LOOK FOR

Hardware from reputable companies like DELL or 

Apple with back up from the suppliers in case of 

failures. 

Dual monitors at least 22 inch per screen for each 

employee at no extra cost. Again, anything more 

than that is a real bonus.

WHY?

Your staff should be able to work without the tech pains 

and delays that come with old, redundant technology.

The better the set up, the better their productivity. 

Remember the best talent want to work in the best 

environment that ensures their daily success.

QUEST ION:  What computer hardware will provide my employee with?

How to find the 
perfect BPO partner for 

your business.
Now that you see the Philippines is the best place to grow your business and bridge your talent gap 

– you’re ready to find the right partner.  This step by step guide will help you know what to look and

what to ask.
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LOOK FOR

Windows 10 Pro on PCs. 

macOS 10.14+ on Macs.

WHY?

Up to date software is essential to productivity. It also 

means you can install and work with other up to date 

technology.

QUEST ION:  What operating system do you use?

LOOK FOR

Kitchen with coffee and tea making facilities; nap 

room for people who have to travel long distances; a 

nurses’ station for people who are not feeling well; and 

dedicated restroom blocks for males and females that 

are sufficient for the number of people in the office.

WHY?

Differentiate between the old BPOs and the modern 

ones who understand what the best talent look for in 

an employer. You don’t want a BPO that treats its staff 

any different to how you would treat staff in your own 

local office.

QUEST ION:  What facilities are available within your own office space?

LOOK FOR

Systems that are compatible with yours! Your staff 

should be able to use your systems, processes and 

databases.

WHY?

Systems integration is essential to a cohesive team. It 

also avoids duplication and time wastage.

QUEST ION:  What systems are we able to use if we partner with you?

LOOK FOR

A place where staff can take a break with TV, WIFI 

and games.

WHY?

Having space for down time or connecting with 

colleagues makes for a happy, healthy and loyal 

employee.

QUEST ION:  What recreational spaces do you have?

LOOK FOR

A. Anything over 100mb upload and download.

B. A minimum of 3 top tier  redundancies if internet

goes down.

WHY?

Slow internet means unproductive workers – 

especially when they’re remote from head office. You 

need a fast stable internet connection, and your BPO 

needs multiple connections from multiple providers 

to make sure there are no business disruptions.

QUEST ION:  A. What are your Internet speeds for uploads and downloads?

B. How many redundancies do you have in place?
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LOOK FOR

IT onboarding and help for you locally and in the 

BPO offshore. See if you get offered proactive 

advice on the best communication and collaboration 

technologies for remote teams, and ask how they 

help you implement it. 

WHY?

Phone lines, emails, server and system access should 

all be aligned and the best BPOs will do this all for you. 

QUEST ION:  What is your IT&T offering?

LOOK FOR

An end to end service that guides you through the 

process. From recruitment, to inducting the new 

employee and helping you through any management 

issues – know exactly where the relationship with 

the BPO starts and ends.

WHY?

Having someone walk you through each step of the 

way will make for a seamless, stress free experience – 

especially if you’re new to offshoring. 

QUEST ION:  What is your full offshoring process?

A talent solution that is customised to your exact 

needs and business instance. Are they willing to 

adapt their business to better support yours?

WHY?

Some BPOs don’t allow for your CRM system to be 

used. Or may have strict protocols around staff hours 

that may not be compatible with yours. Find a partner 

that is interested in meeting your needs, rather than 

forcing you to meet theirs.

QUEST ION:  How much customisation do you offer?

LOOK FOR

Policies that prevent access to smart phones in work 

areas. Software that monitors and limits access to 

data and its extraction. Computers with locked USB 

ports.  What is their cell phone policy?

WHY?

Data privacy needs to be taken very seriously, 

protecting your IP and your customer information. 

This will bring comfort to you, as well as your clients.

QUEST ION:  How do you ensure information privacy & security?

Service Offered 

LOOK FOR
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LOOK FOR 
How often are employees paid, what health 

insurance coverage do they have, what other non-

monetary benefits do they offer?

WHY?

Health insurance, or HMO as it’s known in the 

Philippines, is normally offered to staff only after 

6 months of full employment Some of the more 

progressive BPOs offer coverage for the employee 

from day one. 

As with any other employees, anywhere in the world, 

the better the package – the more likely you are to 

attract and retain the best people.

QUEST ION:  How are employees paid and what are some of their employment perks?

WHY?

It’s important to understand all of the charges when 

considering a BPO. Some may look cheap, until you 

start adding on every little cost. Look for someone 

who is truly transparent with their charging, so there 

are no surprises. 

QUEST ION:  Please break down your pricing model. 

LOOK FOR

WHY?

A good partner should have no lock in terms. They 

should be constantly working on keeping you and 

your staff happy at all times to give you no reason 

to leave. Make sure that when you sign, you’re not 

signing your life away! 

Is there any markup on the employee’s wages. Are 

there “add on charges” to get the best technology, 

an extra monitor or a headset? Do you have limits 

on the amount of internet bandwidth you can use?

QUEST ION:  Do you have lock in contracts? 

LOOK FOR

Do you have to sign a lengthy lock in contract? What 

are the stipulations If you want to leave the BPO or 

if you want to discontinue working with them?

LOOK FOR

Visibility into the recruitment or onboarding costs. 

Do they look reasonable to you? Are there deposits 

and what are the stipulations to getting these back 

if the right person isn’t found?

WHY?

Many firms charge up to four times the staff all-in 

cost as a deposit. There are BPOs that only charge 

one month’s deposit which should be the all in staffing 

cost + the facility fee.

QUEST ION:  When does the actual contract and billing cycle commence?

Terms and Conditions
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STEP 2:
Check for chemistry.

With all the information you have at hand, you should be able 

to clearly identify the BPOs with the best service offering to 

suit your needs.

Still, you need to ensure the people you choose to work also 

suit your culture. You need to do a chemistry check.

To do this, arrange for a meeting with a senior member of the 

BPO to talk through their offering and your business needs. 

This may be on the phone or via video conference. Some 

Australian companies like ours have a team on the ground 

that can meet you in person.

Chose the BPO you feel you have the best chemistry with 

and that can deliver on your needs.

STEP 3
It’s time to get growing.

You’ve now found the right partner – it’s time to get to the 

business of growth. Formally brief your new partner on the 

precise roles you are looking for and get them to start the 

recruitment process.
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Staff Domain 
is the smart 
place to grow.
To learn how offshoring can help your business, please contact us at info@staffdomain.com

or visit www.staffdomain.com



The smart place to grow

Ready to grow?
There’s one smart place for small and medium businesses to grow. 

That’s Staff Domain. 

Ready to start your outsourcing experience in the smartest and simplest way possible? 

Your next steps are easy:

• Contact us to brief us on your needs

• Receive your own growth plan including recommended job descriptions

• Start the search for your next talented team member!

staffdomain.com

Suite 43 (Ground Floor)
52 Parramatta Road
Homebush
NSW 2140
Australia

5830 E 2nd St
STE 7000 #2475
Casper
WY 82609
United States

AUSTRALIA UNITED STATES

Suite 2 
Level 12A 
Enterprise Building 
228-238 Queen’s
Road Central
Hong Kong

HONG KONG

Level 36  
Cyberscape Gamma 
Topaz & Ruby Roads 
Ortigas Center 
Pasig City, Philippines

PHILIPPINES


